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A comprehensive collection of impressionist masters' paintings, outlines a
complete era scene with time, space, characters, and events, and presents this
movement that changed Western art in a three-dimensional way. In the second
half of the 19th century, they took to it to stage one after another. They used their
actions to resist the rigid control of the academy on art. When the industrial age
is approaching, people are eager to enter the new world. These artists, known as
impressionists, even though their works are oppressed by the mainstream of
Europe, they are applauded in the new world. The rise of Impressionism in a new
era has affected many industries later.
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Sam must decide how to spend the lucky money he's received for Chinese New Year.
Simplified Chinese edition of Tigers at Twilight (Magic Tree House, No. 19)
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Ben shu jiang shu le zai bing tian xue di de niu yue bei bu, 13 sui de xiao gu niang ke lei si qi
zhe ai ma fa sheng le yi wai, yu da ka che xiang zhuang, ke lei si shi qu yi tiao tui, ai ma ye yan
yan yi xi. wei le zheng jiu nü er he ai ma, mu qin an ni dai zhe yi ren yi ma zhui xun chuan shuo
zhong de " ma yu zhe " , li jing jian xin, yu dao le niu zai tang mu{692126}bu ke. tang mu yi qi
fei fan de ren ge mei li he ji yi, ke fu kun nan, jing guo nu li zhi yu le ma he ke lei si, ye zou jin
le an ni de xin ling. dan wei le shi su de dao yi he su ming, tang mu ying xiang le ye ma qun, jiu
chu le ke lei si, zou xiang xin ling de gui tu, er an ni ye fang qi le hui dao fan hua de shi jie
dang zhong.
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Baldie the Pachycephalosaurus in the little dinosaur class is a rascal! He often teams
up with Bobo the little tyrannosaurus at school to bully other classmates and take their
things without permission. One day they felt into the dirt muddle when they entered the
restricted area. They learn to care about others feelings when a classmate asked the
teacher to save them. The theme of this series of picture books is straightforward and
clear, and the drawing style is sincere and lovely.
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A new born owl dropped from a tree. He wandered around and was inspired by
the unique creatures on the island. Finally he learned to fly without his parents
and started a new life.
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Traditional Chinese edition of The Duckling Gets a Cookie!?
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